The location of The Bay Hotel, only 7 minutes from the CBD and V&A Waterfront, affords you the pick
of the Mother City’s most scenic attractions. From a cable-car ride up Table Mountain to basking in the
chic cosmopolitan atmosphere of Camps Bay, you’ll be spoiled for choice.

R e s ta u r a n t

and

Bars

Spoilt for choice, guests have no less than 5
food and beverage outlets to enjoy.

Facilities
An endless selection of facilities is available to
our guests, from a hair salon and spa to pools
and tennis courts.

Weddings,
C e l e br at i o n s & E v e n t s
With a selection of venues ranging from the
iconic Rotunda to the intimate boardroom,
The Bay Hotel is equipped to host any event
and celebration.
Reception: 69 Victoria Road, Camps Bay, Cape Town, South Africa
E-mail: res@thebayhotel.com
www.thebayhotel.com
Member of The Village N Life Group
Travel Support Centre: Tel: +27 21 437 9700
E-mail: res@vlife.co.za | www.villagenlife.com

Overlooking a palm-fringed beach, and nestled under the Twelve Apostles mountain range, the
Bay Hotel is superbly designed with only 78 rooms and suites offering luxury in one of the world’s
most scenic settings. A haven for romantics, our reputation for leisurely bliss is supported by a
well-appointed spa and no less than four hotel pools with expansive sun decks and superlative
views of the Atlantic and majestic Lion’s Head.
Enjoy the convenience of our Bistro, Sandy B beach club or Tapas Bar. For the ultimate in relaxation,
we recommend unwinding in our sophisticated cigar lounge, Traders.
And we invite you to celebrate in style! Our intimate Tides Celebration Deck, caters for exclusive
functions against the backdrop of a sapphire sea. Fully-equipped meeting and events venues are
available to suit every occasion, including the historic Rotunda for glittering parties and flawless
weddings.
Breathe deep... exhale slowly and rediscover fun. Feel the freedom of sun, sea and fresh air as you

A distinctive blend
of sophisticated
elegance and
casual comfort.

float into total relaxation while enjoying our exceptional brand of hospitality.
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Breathe deep... exhale slowly and rediscover fun

